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University of Georgia Press, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 231 x 152 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. The hungrily awaited sixth volume in the Cornbread Nation
series tells the story of the American South--circa now--through the prism of its food and the people
who grow, make, serve, and eat it. The modern South serves up a groaning board of international
cuisines virtually unknown to previous generations of Southerners, notes Brett Anderson in his
introduction. Southern food, like the increasingly globalized South, shows an open and
cosmopolitan attitude toward ethnic diversity. But fully appreciating Southern food still requires
fluency with the region s history, warts and all. The essays, memoirs, poetry, and profiles in this
book are informed by that fluency, revealing topics and people traditional as well as avant garde,
down home as well as urbane. The book is organized into six chapters: Menu Items shares
ruminations on iconic dishes; Messing with Mother Nature looks at the relationship between food
and the natural environment; Southern Characters profiles an eclectic mix of food notables;
Southern Drinkways distills libations, hard and soft; Identity in Motion examines change in the
Southern food world; and The Global South leaves readers...
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The ebook is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time. I am e ortlessly can get a enjoyment of reading
a written publication.
-- K ia r r a  Schultz  III--  K ia r r a  Schultz  III

This pdf will not be straightforward to get started on studying but really exciting to read. it absolutely was writtern really perfectly and useful. I am just very
happy to tell you that this is basically the finest publication i actually have study during my personal daily life and may be he finest ebook for ever.
-- Miss La vonne Gr a dy II--  Miss La vonne Gr a dy II
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